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ABSTRACT 
It is shown how to construct matrix orthogonal polynomials on the real line 
provided we have a sequence of scalar orthogonal polynomials over an algebraic 
harmonic curve p. We consider the moment matrix associated with a distribution on 
I and related to a basis of the linear space of polynomials, obtained through the 
polynomial which defines the curve. This particular moment matrix can be regarded 
as a Hankel block matrix, and thus matrix orthogonal polynomials appear in a natural 
way. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [7] the authors study the relationship between scalar orthogonal 
polynomials over a lemniscate and matrix orthogonal polynomials on the unit 
circle. Matrix orthogonal polynomials have developed deeply in the last ten 
years. As a matter of fact, the papers of Geronimo [3, 41 show how matrix 
orthogonal polynomials can be useful in studying properties of spectral 
functions, problems related to Fourier expansions, etc. We must also mention 
Delsarte et al. [l] as well as the survey paper of Rodman [9]. 
A set of orthogonal polynomials on the real line is associated with a 
Hankel matrix, and these matrices are closely related with realization prob- 
lems. If we deal with multivariable realization problems, then the matrices 
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which appear are block Hankel ones. Other interesting applications can be 
found in the literature. 
To introduce our discussion, we devote Section 2 to a short survey of 
orthogonal polynomials on algebraic harmonic curves, and we analyze the 
structure of the moment matrix. Section 3 introduces matrix orthogonal 
polynomials on the real line and exhibits the close connection of this set of 
polynomials with the one found in Section 2. Finally, Section 4 shows an 
example illustrative of the preceding sections. 
2. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS ON ALGEBRAIC HARMONIC 
CURVES 
Let A(z) be a polynomial, and consider the set I = {z E C : Im A(z) 
= 0). If we look at A as a polynomial function, it is analytic, and hence its 
imaginary part (the same could be said about the real part) can be regarded 
as a harmonic polynomial in the real variables Re z and Im .z. As a polyno- 
mial in two variables, the degree of Im A(z) is the degree of A; thus F is an 
algebraic harmonic curve. It has h asymptotes, where h is the degree of 
A(z), and their directions are given by the equation Im(azh) = 0, where a is 
the leading coefficient of the polynomial A(z). Summing up, I consists of h 
hyperbolic branches (see [ ll]), and we can number the branches and 
establish an order (via a bijective mapping with an open interval) on each 
branch, so that if p is a positive Bore1 measure with an infinite support on I, 
then it makes sense to define on C[ z] the hermitian inner product 
It is well known (see [6, 111) that there exists a unique manic orthogonal 
sequence (P,(z)} such that 
If we define the product operator on C[ z] which maps P,(z) into 
A( z)P,( z), then it is self-adjoint and it provides a 5th + l-term recurrence 
relation for the sequence (P,,(z)}. 
Let us define the matrix T as the one whose ( ph + i, qh + j) element is 
d ph+i,qh+j =( z’A( z)“; dA( z)7 FL’ p,q EN> 0 < i,j < h - 1; 
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in other words, T is the moment matrix associated with the basis 
1 1, z,. . . , d-l, A(z), zA( z), . . . , zh-lA( z), A(z)‘, . . , z*-lA( z)“, . . . }. 
Regarding T as an h X h block matrix, we have the next 
PROPOSITION 2.1. T is a Hankel block matrix, each block 
h x h matrix as follows 
T P-4 = 
T p, 4 being an 
d ph, qh d ph,qh+l *** 
d ph,qh+h-1 
d ph+l,qh d ph+l,qh+l *.’ d ph+l,qh+h-1 
1 d ph+h-l,qh d ph+h-l,qh+l *.* d ph+h-l,qh+h-l I, 
Proof. Because of the self-adjointness of the product operator defined 
by P(z) c) A(z)P(z) and be cause of the hermitian symmetry of the inner 
product, one has 
(z’A( z)‘; zjA( z)‘>, =( zi; zjA( z)‘+“> P 
( dA( zy+q; ZJ), = (d; z'A( z)“+“>, 
In terms of the moments, these relations mean 
di+ph,j+qh = di,j+(p+q)h = di+(p+q)h,j = dj,i+(p+q)h . 
As a consequence, the block Tp, 9 can be expressed 
r d o,(p+q)h d o,(p+q)h+l *‘* d o,(p+q)h+h-1 
d 
l.(p+q)h 
d l,(p+q)h+l *** d 
T 
l,(p+q)h+h-1 
P.4 = 
1 dh-l,(p+q)h dh-l,(p+q)h+l ‘** dh-l,(P+q)h+h-l, 
and Tp,q = Tpf,qr for p + q = p’ + q’. By using the notation Tp, q = Tp +q, 
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the moment matrix can be written 
where 
T=[; ii ! :::I, 
It is clear T is a Hankel block matrix. Furthermore, it is hermitian 
because Tj* = lj. n 
3. MATRIX ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS ON THE REAL LINE 
DEFINITION 3.1 (see [lo]). CT : R + Cch, h, is said to be a matrix distribu- 
tion function if it is a hermitian, bounded, and nondecreasing function with 
an infinite number of points of increase.’ 
DEFINITION 3.2 (see [s]). Let (+ be a matrix distribution function. Then 
an inner product cp, is defined on Cch, ‘)[ W] by 
cp,(@W> w(w)) = /--[++I* de+(w) ‘I’(w). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. There exists a sequence of matrix polynomials {Tn(w)] 
in Cch, “[WI such that 
%(*~<w>,*ta(w)) = K,%nl~ K, E Cch, ‘) nonsingular. 
That is, (q,,(w)} is a sequence of right matrix orthogonal polynomials with 
respect to the inner product v~. They are also said to be associated with the 
distribution cr. 
‘A Q B for hermitian matrices means B - A is nonnegative definite. 
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Proof. For the proof see [2]. n 
If we define the shift operator on C(h,h)[~] which maps ‘I’,,(w) ++ 
w*,,(w), then it is self-adjoint (as a particular case of the one defined above 
in the scalar case), and it provides the recurrence relation 
wan = *7L+l(w) + *7l(w)Dn + *n-l(W)En7 
where D, and E, are h X h matrices and can be constructed by means of 
the distribution o. 
In the next proposition, we show how to build a distribution related to the 
Hankel matrix T. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. There exists a matrix distribution function u such that 
?;=/ ,j du(w). 
R 
Proof. In view of the definition of the inner product induced by p, Y$ 
can be expressed as 
. . . Zh-l 
*** 
zzh- 1 
. . . 
: 1 . 44z) Zh-lZh-1 
= @(z)jdfi(s). 
By means of the change of variables A( z> = w, we have 
I; = wj de(w), 
/ R 
where dv[ A(z)] = do(z). n 
According to Proposition 3.3, there exists a sequence of matrix polynomi- 
als {q,,(w)) which are orthogonal with respect to U. The aim of this paper is 
to show the connection between the sequences {P,(z)} and {*,,(w)), 
If we define the linear subspaces of C[ z] 
Lj=L[zjA(+k~N], O<j<h-1, 
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then one has 
c[ z] = L, 8 L, a3 *** CB Lh-1 
This leads to 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The components, in terms of the above decomposition, 
of the polynomials 
P nh+h-l(Z), PrdI+*-2(Z),..., pnh+l(~)~ P”,(Z) 
are the elements of the columns of {9,,(w)}, up to a constant. 
Proof. Let n be a natural integer and 0 < k < h - 1. The decomposi- 
tion of Pnh + k (z> in terms of the Lj’s is 
where q,kk(z) is a polynomial of degree n and the remaining polynomials 
which appear in the decomposition are of degree less than or equal to the 
first subindex. The second subindex refers to the component that it repre- 
sents in the decomposition as a polynomial in A(z). 
Let us consider the h X h matrix polynomial Qn,<w> of degree n such that 
its columns are defined by the components of the above decomposition, that 
is to say, 
d2b-4 d2W 
I ’ d,i'PW . d,i"2(4 .** q~-l,h-2W d-l,h-2(w) d,iLW d?,h-l(W) -** %-l,h-l(W) d-l,h-l(W) 
We shall now prove that the sequence (Qn(w)} is orthogonal with respect to 
the inner product defined in Definition 3.2. To do it, we are going to verify 
that the following integral vanishes unless n = m. Moreover, in this case, the 
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integral is equal to a positive definite matrix: 
/ [~,(w)]*~~(w) @n(w) = /[@m(+))]*dW @“(A(z)). 
R r 
In order to compute the integral, we are going to choose, in the product 
of the three matrices, the element (j, k), 1 < j, k < h. We consider the jth 
row of [@,,,( A( z>)]* and the k th column of Q”,< A(z)): 
Zh-l 9kk( A(z)) 
-I[ f I. Zhplzhpl 9;3+r( A( z)) 
From the factorization 
. . . 
. . . 
1 
f 1 [l . . . &l] zhp 1 
it is straightforward that the above product is 
P hm+h-j(Z) Phn+h&k(Z). 
If n + m, as we have j and k less than or equal to h, then hm + h -j 
z hn + h - k. It follows, by the orthogonality conditions for the sequence 
(P,(z)}, that this element vanishes. On the other hand, for n = m and j # k, 
the subindices are different as well, and we conclude, again by the orthogo- 
nality of {P,(z)), that th e nondiagonal elements in the matrix are zero. 
Summarizing, we have 
/ [@,(w)]*da(w) Q,,(W) = s,,,, diag(Sh,,+h-l,..~, 6h;ln). 
R 
This last expression shows {Q”(W)} . 1s a sequence of matrix orthogonal 
polynomials associated with the distribution u; hence the proposition is 
proved, and a,,( W> = T,,(w)@,, with 0, a nonsingular constant matrix. n 
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4. EXAMPLE 
Let P be the equilateral hyperbola defined by the polynomial A(z) = 
i(z2 - l), that is, r = (z E C : Im i( z2 - 1) = 0). r has two infinite 
branches, and its implicit equation is x2 - y2 = 1 or, equivalently, .z2 + Z2 
= 2, where, as usual, x is the real part of z and y the imaginary one. 
If we consider a positive Bore1 measure I_L with an infinite support on P 
and such that the integral 
C = m,n / zmzn d/.L( z) r 
exists for every choice of positive integers m and n, then from the implicit 
equation of the curve, the relation 
‘%n,n = %+2,n + c,,,+2 
follows easily. This means that the moments can be generated by using the 
sequences {c,,,J and {c,,,i}. On th e other hand, the Gram (or the moment) 
matrix with respect to the basis 
(1, z,l(2 - l), iz(2 - l), . . ., ik(z2 - lf, i%(z2 - lf,. f .} 
is given by 
+ ” ” :::I, 
where each block has the form 
=2 
.k z2 
/( r 
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The equation of the curve, in polar coordinates, is p2 cos 2 0 = 1. Setting 
d,%(e) = d&e’@), we have 
.k 
=2 
x 
[ 
djq 0) + d/q 8 + 77) pe”‘[d@( 0) - d/2( 8 + T)] 
peeie[djTi(B) -dG(O+ T)] p2[db(@) +dG(e+ r)] I 
Taking into account that p2 cos20 = 1, we have ik( p2e2”’ - ljk = 
( - I)k tank 2 8, and 
Tk = jT’4 (-l)ktank20 dPl( 0) pei8 G2( 0 > 
-n/4 peeie dp2( 0) 1 P2d/-O) ’ 
With the change of variable u = tan 2 6, the last integral becomes 
Tk = jm ( -l)kuk da(u), 
--m 
where the matrix measure (T is given by 
dcr(u) = 
dp,( i arctan U) (1 + i~)“~ dp2(iarctanu) 1 (I -_~)“~dp~(iarctanu) (1 +~~)~‘~d~i(~arctanu) ’ 
In this expression, /_~i is defined through d/+(B) = d/Ii(e) + diiL(O + ~1, 
and obviously, dp.,(O) = d/X6> - d,%O + ~1. 
In particular, if d/L(e) = di;(e + ~1, then 
dg(u) = diag(dp,(i arctan u), (1 + ~~)i’~ d,q(i arctan u)). 
As an illustrative example of this situation let us consider 
dji( 0) = 2(1 + tan2 26) exp( -tan2 28) de 
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It is easy to prove that the matrix moments of odd index vanish and 
Tzk = diag(a,, b,), k = 0,1,2 ,..., 
with the coefficients nk, b, equal to 
ak = 
2/=U2ke-“L 0 
A = r(k - f), 
b, = 2/)ZL2ke-u2 
0 
(1 + u’)~” c-lu = W(k + +, k + 2; l), 
where F is the eulerian function and * is the confluent hypergeometric 
function of the second kind (see [5, p. 262ff.l). In the cited reference it is also 
shown that 
1Ir(k + +, k + 2; 1) = ?( -+, -k; 1). 
The even polynomials of the orthogonal scalar sequence over r admit the 
form 
. . . 
P2rn(Z) = T : 
,,1 - 1 TIT, T,‘“,‘1 I 
1 z i( .z2 - 1) iz( z2 - I) . . . if,l( z2 - $’ 
for every m, while the odd polynomials can be expressed 
P 2m+l(=:) 
1 T,, T, 
. . . 
L 
I 
T’f ‘1 ,,I T’fl) . . . n2 + 1 Tg,‘) 
1 z i( 2% - 1) iz( .z* - 1) ... i”( z2 - I),, i,,l( z2 l),, 
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where Tk(‘l) means the first column of Tk, whereas Tk(f’) means the first row 
of Tk. 
By using the results of the previous section, the sequence of right matrix 
orthogonal polynomials on the real line induced by the scalar sequence is 
easily deduced. As an example, 
P4( 2) = ; 
4 
a0 0 0 0 a1 
0 bo 0 0 0 
0 0 a1 0 0 
0 0 0 bl 0 
1 z i( z2 - 1) iz(2 - 1) -(z”. 
= (2” - 1)” + 2 = -[i(2 - 1)12 + f$ 
P,(z) = & 
5 
1 z i( z2 - 1) iz(2 - 1) -(z” - Q2 
b 
[-i(z2-1)]2+~ 
b0 
a0 0 0 0 a1 
0 bo 0 0 0 
0 0 a1 0 0 
0 0 0 h 0 
a1 0 0 0 a2 
- 
0 
h 
0 
0 
0 
-z(z” - lf 
Then, if we consider w = i(z2 - l), according to Section 3, we have 
al 
w2 + - 
a0 
0 
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The normalization gives, for the manic orthogonal polynomial of degree 2, 
*2(w) = Zc2)w2 - diag z, $ , 
i i 0 
where I,,, is the identity matrix of order 2. 
It is interesting to remark that the matrix orthogonal polynomials Wn can 
be obtained by solving a linear system with coefficients in the ring of 2 X 2 
complex matrices. For ?Jw) = ao2 + woi2 + w202s the system is 
with l2 a nonsingular 2 X 2 Matrix. This procedure is obviously more 
laborious than the one described here; it involves the inverse of a Hankel 
block matrix. The interest of the result we obtain here is that it permits us to 
generate matrix orthogonal polynomials in a very natural way. 
The authors thank the referee for his careful reading of the paper and 
suggestions for improvements. 
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